Introduction
============

Not all reading disabilities are the same. Children with reading disability can exhibit: (1) relatively specific phonological and spelling impairments ([@B33]; [@B11]; [@B20]); (2) general language or language-learning impairments ([@B4]; [@B3]), and (3) comprehension-specific impairments ([@B7]). These observations are generally consistent with hypotheses that phonological decoding and non-phonological language skills are unique and additive predictors of reading ([@B14]; [@B4]), although executive functions also appear to contribute to comprehension ([@B6]; [@B8]; [@B25]). The inclusion of children with these different reading disability profiles can be problematic for the outcomes of a study without a way to identify and account for different reading profiles that may have different etiologies ([@B30]; [@B27]). For example, the study of retrospective multi-site datasets can include data from children with different reading profiles, particularly if sampling or ascertainment criteria were different across studies. This problem can be compounded if there is completely missing data from contributing research sites that could help differentiate reading disability profiles. Here we examined methods for dealing with missing data to identify reading profiles in a retrospective multi-site dataset.

Reading disability profiles have been characterized based on a variety of methods and measures that are sensitive to differences in reading skill, memory, perceptual, and general cognitive function ([@B17]; [@B16]; [@B35]; [@B26]; [@B18]). For example, trajectory analyses were used to differentiate reading disability cases with and without quite low general cognitive function ([@B19]). [@B37] identified unique reading disability profiles, which included cases with and without low general cognitive function, using a latent class modeling approach. Or for example, [@B10] used a machine learning approach to verify clinician ratings of reading disability profiles that included relatively specific deficits in phonological decoding (Poor Decoder), low performance across reading and cognitive measures (Generally Poor Readers), and children with comprehension-specific reading disability (Poor Comprehenders).

While these reading disability profiles can be reliably classified on the basis of standardized test scores, missing data presents a major challenge for classification. This is particularly true for multi-site retrospective data analyses, when data collection was not coordinated before conducting studies. For example, missing a critical variable that is key for distinguishing between two profiles could prevent classification unless there is a method to deal with the missingness. On the other hand, a complete case analysis approach that ignores cases with missing scores could result in the exclusion of large numbers of children with a specific reading disability profile from multi-site datasets (e.g., [@B10]). Such a strict inclusion policy introduces a false negative bias because of low power and this could be potentially mitigated by using multiply imputed data. The feasibility of identifying distinct reading profiles when there is missing data has not been examined, however.

In the current study, we examined three strategies for imputing missing data (mean replacement, multiple imputation with Predictive Mean Matching, multiple imputation with the missForest method) and the degree to which imputed data could then be used to reliably classify reading profiles. Multiple imputation is a statistically principled technique to estimate predictably missing values, usually by means of an informed regression model with an error term ([@B29]; [@B23]; [@B24]). The imputation model is used to produce multiple *(m)* simulated versions of the complete dataset that fill in missing values with new random draws that approximate the variance of the originally observed (i.e., non-missing) values. Each of the imputed datasets are separately analyzed and then the results across datasets are pooled ([@B24]). Multiple imputation produces low false negative and false positive rates when less than 30% of the data are missing across a sample ([@B38]). Based on the intuition that a multivariate imputation model could be more effective at approximating multifactor patterns that are critical for classification analyses, we also tested the missForest algorithm for imputing missing data. The missForest method uses a Random Forest imputation model to estimate missing values based on decision trees instead of univariate regression models ([@B34]).

We examined the extent to which Poor Decoders, Generally Poor Readers, Poor Comprehenders, and Controls were consistently classified based on a retrospective multi-site dataset with missing data ([@B9], [@B10]). We first examined classification accuracy in a synthetic dataset to demonstrate the relative advantage of missForest with the current dataset compared to other imputation approaches. We then applied missForest to a dataset with real missingness and compared the behavioral profiles of cases with and without missingness. Finally, we examined the extent to which the reading disability profiles could be validated using a set of independent measures of spelling and spatial cognition from the multi-site dataset.

Materials and Methods {#s1}
=====================

The data used in the current study were collected as part of a research project to develop methods for retrospective multi-site datasets that are increasingly a focus of data sharing initiatives. These data were contributed by members of the Dyslexia Data Consortium and included data from studies of reading disability group differences and dimensional studies of reading development. Specifically, these were studies in which participants were recruited for neuroimaging studies of dyslexia because they had received a clinical diagnosis of dyslexia, were enrolled in schools specializing in the education of children with dyslexia, or they were recruited from the local community for studies on reading development. Thus, the Dyslexia Data Consortium dataset is composed of participants who were recruited with varied sampling approaches. Additional information about the Dyslexia Data Consortium, including how to request the data and how to access the code used in this study can be found at [www.dyslexiadata.org](http://www.dyslexiadata.org). Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval was obtained at each contributing site to share de-identified data. In addition, Medical University of South Carolina IRB approval was obtained to receive and analyze the de-identified data. We specifically requested word and pseudoword reading accuracy, rapid naming, and Verbal Comprehension (Verbal IQ) to determine the extent to which unique reading disability profiles could be reliably identified with these data based on the theoretical framework described above. We also requested any additional data that investigators could share. This resulted in a predominance of word reading accuracy and Verbal IQ measures, and other behavioral measures that were used in this study to provide external validity for the reading profiles.

The current study consisted of simulation and real dataset analyses. The simulation analyses were performed based on data that included 198 children from 8 different research sites (78 female; ages 6.39--12.85) without any missingness. These data were used in [@B10] to define reading profiles and allowed for the creation of simulated missingness to compare missingness approaches. Secondly, Random Forest was used to classify reading profiles in a sample of 726 children from 11 different research sites (334 female; ages 6.02--12.94 years), which excluded any cases from the Random Forest training dataset. Importantly, the test dataset included cases with missing data that were imputed using the best method from the simulation results (missForest). The final analysis examined differences for behavioral measures that were not used to make the reading profile classifications from the 924 children whose data were included in the training and test datasets (11 research sites; 412 female; ages 6.02--12.94 years). Although there was extensive missingness in the combined validation dataset, this provided supporting evidence for the distinct reading profiles that were classified with observed and imputed data.

Reading Profile Labels
----------------------

The method for classifying reading profiles was developed in [@B10]. These methods are presented here to explain how the reading profile labels were obtained and the accuracy of this approach. The Random Forest reading profile classifications from [@B10] were used in the simulated and real data analyses for this study.

An expert-labeled training dataset was required to generate synthetic datasets and train a machine learning algorithm to classify reading profiles. The 198 children included in this training dataset had standardized scores from the (1) Woodcock--Johnson IIIR or Woodcock Reading Mastery Tests \[Word Attack (pseudoword ID), Word Identification (real word ID), and Passage Comprehension; [@B45]; [@B46]\], (2) Wechsler Intelligence Scales for Children or Wechsler Abbreviated Scales of Intelligence (Verbal Comprehension and Perceptual Reasoning or Verbal IQ; [@B41], [@B42]), and (3) a standardized measure of Rapid Naming of letters or numbers ([@B40]; [@B43]). Guided by the clinical and research expertise of a Neuropsychologist, the extant literature described above, and the age of the children, two clinically certified Speech-Language Pathologists labeled cases into the following theoretically defined profiles: (1) Poor Decoders, (2) Poor Comprehenders, (3) Generally Poor Readers, and (4) Controls. The resultant training dataset was composed of 58 Poor Decoders, 27 Poor Comprehenders, 14 Generally Poor Readers, and 99 Controls.

Random Forest was used to classify reading disability cases and controls, which matched the expert labels with 94% accuracy, based on leave-one-out cross validation tests (as reported in [@B10]). The R statistics software (R version 3.3.1 with packages: caret v6.0.71, randomForest v4.6.12) was used to train the Random Forest classifier (parameters: *mtry* = 2; *number of trees* = 500) after a cross-validated tuning was performed (fivefold; 10 repeats) with the training dataset described above. The same classification training procedure was used for the synthetic and real data analyses in the current study.

Simulation Analyses
-------------------

### Data Synthesis

A simulation study was performed to evaluate classification accuracy when imputation was used to deal with different levels of missingness. The data synthesis tool *synthpop* R-package (v1.3.1; [@B28]) used in this study was originally developed to study epidemiologic, demographic, and health-related datasets without risk of re-identification as no case from an original dataset exactly re-occurs in the synthesized datasets. *synthpop* generates new datasets by estimating the value for each variable based on its association with the other variables in the data set. This regression modeling determines the conditional distributions separately for each variable and thus maintains the correlational structure of the original dataset. We generated 1,000 synthetic datasets based on the expert-labeled training dataset using the default *synthpop* settings. These datasets had *N* = 500 participants and an equal number of labeled cases for each reading profile (**Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**). Because expert labels for the reading profiles were propagated from the training dataset into the synthetic dataset, the accuracy of reading profile classification with the synthetic data was calculated by comparing the synthesized expert labels to the Random Forest classifications. Furthermore, the synthetic dataset allowed us to systematically remove known values to simulate missingness and assess the performance of different imputation methods.

![Consistent expert-labeled (left: *n* = 198) and synthetic data reading profiles (right: *n* = 500). Each point connected by a solid line is the mean test score and the shaded area depicts the standard error of the mean (SEM). For the synthetic data profiles, average test scores and SEM were calculated for each dataset with no missing data, then averaged across the 1,000 datasets.](fpsyg-09-00644-g001){#F1}

### Simulated Missingness

To provide guidance about how the extent of missingness interacts with imputation performance and classification accuracy, we tested six levels of missingness within each synthetic dataset: 0, 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50%. Imputation methods are most appropriate when used to estimate values that are missing predictably in relation to known participant characteristics (missing at random), or when those values are missing completely at random ([@B24]). Imputation methods are less appropriate when missingness is not at random, which occurs when the values are systematically related to the missingness, because the true range of values is greater than what is represented in the dataset. An example of missingness not at random would be missing comprehension scores because children had such severe reading disability that they could not perform the task. Here we focused on missingness at random, which can be a significant limitation in retrospective multi-site datasets.

Three variables in each simulation had missing data, which could include any variable that was used for profile classification (i.e., each participant's age and five test scores). A missingness indicator (present = 0, missing = 1) represented the real or missing value and was used to ensure that each participant was missing no more than three values. Logistic regression was used to verify that sex and research site predicted missingness (*p* \< 0.01). These demographic variables were selected to ensure missingness was predictable to evaluate these methods for missingness at random. Sex and age were selected, in particular, because they could explain why there would missing data for studies that are disproportionately represented by one sex or across age and therefore provide results that are generalizable to other studies.

### Comparing Imputation Methods

Three imputation methods were tested to determine the approach that resulted in the highest reading profile classification accuracy when imputed datasets were submitted to a Random Forest classifier. (1) First, mean replacement was used to substitute each missing test score with the average observed score for that test. Although mean replacement is a common approach for analyzing data with missingness, this method is known to inflate Type I error rates by failing to approximate the distribution of values and underestimating its variance ([@B31]). (2) Next, multiple imputation with Predictive Mean Matching ([@B23]) was tested, which imputes missing values by drawing test scores from similar cases with no missing scores (R-package: MICE, v2.30; [@B39]). (3) Finally, multiple imputation via the missForest method (R-package: missForest, v1.4; [@B34]) was tested. missForest fits a Random Forest model ([@B5]) on all of the observed data to predict missing values for each factor with missing scores. Both Predictive Mean Matching and missForest imputation methods were used to generate ten imputed datasets that were each classified into reading profiles using a trained Random Forest model. Next, statistics calculated for each of the *m* = 10 imputed datasets were pooled to form point and variance estimates ([@B24]). No such averaging was performed with mean replacement, because this approach can only generate one dataset. Critically, the synthetic reading profile labels were concealed from each of the imputation methods, so imputed test scores were informed by covariance in the test scores, participant age, participant sex, and research site, but not the reading profile labels.

Efficiency and classification accuracy were used to assess the imputation methods. Efficiency was calculated by dividing the variance of the imputed scores by the variance of the original scores that had no missing data, for each test. Imputation methods that produce values that are more variable than the original data tend to produce false negative biases in univariate tests, while methods that reduce variance relative to the true values can produce false positive biases. Because we removed known values to simulate missingness, variance in the imputed test scores could be directly compared to the variance for the original test scores. The reading profile classification accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity were computed by comparing the Random Forest classification results to the reading profile labels in each synthetic dataset.

After determining that missForest resulted in the most accurate reading profile classifications, we assessed how missingness within each variable affected the classification accuracy for each reading profile when values were imputed with missForest. This involved selectively pooling profile-specific classification accuracy from each simulation that was missing for a specific variable. This allowed us to determine if each reading profile could be classified with confidence when a key variable that differentiated two profiles was missing. Each of these results was averaged across 1,000 simulations to produce reliable estimates for the effects of the amount of missingness and imputation methods on reading profile classification.

Real Data Analyses
------------------

Multiple imputation was performed with the real dataset using missForest based on the simulation results described below. As noted above, independent classification tests were performed using a sample that shared no cases with the training dataset. These independent real data included 726 participants with missing values for Word Attack (0.4%), Word ID (0.1%), Passage Comprehension (16.1%), Verbal IQ (16.6%), and RAN (35.5%). Older children were more likely to be missing Passage Comprehension \[age: *r*~(724)~ = 0.28, *p* = 2.75E-14\] and Verbal IQ data \[age: *r*~(724)~ = 0.19, *p* = 3.63E-7\], while younger children were more likely to be missing RAN \[age: *r*~(724)~ = -0.07, *p* = 0.04\]. Children with higher Verbal IQ scores were more likely to be missing Passage Comprehension data \[*r*~(603)~ = 0.17, *p* = 4.23E-5\]. In addition, research site significantly predicted missingness for Passage Comprehension (*Nagelkerke R-square* = 0.76, *p* = 1.90E-85), Verbal IQ (*Nagelkerke R-square* = 0.74, *p* = 1.96E-83), and RAN (*Nagelkerke R-square* = 0.55, *p* = 2.80E-74). Because the missingness largely resulted from research site differences in assessment plan, the missingness was predictable and missing at random. While possible, we had no information to suggest that missing data were missing not at random.

To validate reading profiles with independent behavioral measures, participants in the Random Forest training data were combined with the participants in the test dataset. This combined validation dataset included 924 participants and with the exception of Performance IQ scores (23.3% missing; [@B41], [@B42]), there was substantial missingness for each variable used to independently validate the reading profiles. Specifically, Woodcock--Johnson Spelling (47.3% missing; [@B46]), Comprehensive Test of Phonological Processing Elision (39.8% missing; [@B40]), and Wechsler Digit Span (70.7% missing; [@B41], [@B42]) measures exhibited too much missingness to reliably impute data. Caution is warranted in interpreting results from these data, but they were useful in illustrating distinct patterns of performance across the reading profiles.

Results
=======

Synthetic Data Results
----------------------

### Imputation Diagnostics

The expert labeled reading profiles from the original dataset were well-approximated by the synthetic datasets used in the simulations (**Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**, above). We compared the efficiency of each imputation method by calculating the ratio of the variance for the imputed test scores to the variance of the original test scores. Multiple imputation by Predictive Mean Matching most closely approximated the variance of the original dataset across levels of missingness (**Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**). In contrast, Mean Replacement imputation demonstrated a steep decrease in efficiency as a function of percent missingness, simply because this method substituted all missing values with the mean observed value (variance = 0). missForest also underestimated the true variance in the data, although to a lesser extent than Mean Replacement. While underestimating variance can inflate the false positive rate for univariate statistics, the classification results below indicated that the Random Forest multivariate classifications were not biased when using the missForest imputed data.

![Efficiency for the imputed synthetic data. Efficiency is calculated by dividing the variance of the imputed dataset by the variance of the original dataset that had no missing data. Predictive Mean Matching provided the best approximation of the original variance across the tested levels of simulated missingness at random. The missForest imputed dataset exhibited less variance than the original dataset. Mean Replacement demonstrated the lowest efficiency with increasing missingness. Each point shows the average with SEM error bars calculated across 1,000 simulations.](fpsyg-09-00644-g002){#F2}

### Classification With Simulated Missingness

After simulated missing test scores were imputed with each method, each synthetic case was classified into a reading profile using Random Forest. The highest classification accuracy was observed for the missForest imputed data, relative to the other missingness approaches. Across levels of simulated missingness, the smallest declines in classification accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity were observed for the missForest imputed data compared to the original synthetic data (**Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}**). These results suggest that classifications with missForest imputed data were the least biased and that missForest was most sensitive to the multivariate patterns that were present in the observed data.

![Reading profile classification accuracy for the imputed synthetic datasets. Reading profile classifications based on synthetic datasets with no missing data were compared to classifications that were performed after imputing missing values with missForest, Predictive Mean Matching, and Mean Replacement. The missForest imputation (red line) resulted in the most accurate classifications. The *x*-axis in each plot indicates the simulated percent missingness, while the *y*-axis indicates the reduction in classification accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity for the imputed datasets compared with the complete synthetic dataset. Each point shows the average with SEM error bars calculated over 1,000 simulations.](fpsyg-09-00644-g003){#F3}

After determining that test scores imputed with missForest resulted in the highest classification accuracy, we examined classification accuracy for each reading profile when specific test scores were imputed using missForest (**Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}**). Poor Decoders and Poor Comprehenders were less accurately classified when pseudoword ID scores were among the missing data, while Generally Poor Readers were less accurately classified when Verbal IQ was missing. There was no single variable that negatively affected Control classification accuracy, which was high even for 50% missingness. **Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}** shows that 30% missingness would increase classification error by ∼5% across measures and reading profiles.

![Classification accuracy by reading profiles and missing variables. Classification accuracy for each reading profile decreased when missForest was used to impute values for the measure that differentiates a reading profile from the others. For example, classification accuracy decreased more when Verbal IQ was missing for the Generally Poor Readers compared to the other test scores. The *x*-axis in each plot indicates the simulated percent missingness in the synthetic dataset, while the *y*-axis indicates the reduction in classification accuracy for the imputed datasets relative to the original synthetic data with no missingness. Each point shows the average with SEM error bars calculated over 1,000 simulations.](fpsyg-09-00644-g004){#F4}

Real Data Results
-----------------

### Classification of Real Data With Missingness

Multiple imputation increased the available sample size from 327 participants with complete data to 726 participants (**Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}**), excluding the 198 cases used to train the classifier. The reading profiles exhibited similar patterns of behavioral strengths and weaknesses when comparing the training dataset to the independent test dataset with no missing data and the test dataset with imputed scores (**Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}**), as well as the synthetic data (**Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**). For example, Poor Decoder and Generally Poor Reader differences in Verbal IQ were significantly different from the cases whose data were imputed \[ACA test dataset: *t*~(49)~ = 8.41, Cohen's *d* = 2.54, *p* = 4.60E-11; MI: *t*~(118.2)~ = 11.66, Cohen's *d* = 2.58, *p* = 2.28E-21\]. These results indicate that missForest accurately estimated the values for missing variables that were critical for distinguishing the reading profiles (**Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}**).

###### 

Participant counts for each profile based on multiply imputed test scores or observed scores.

  Analysis approach   Poor decoders   Poor comprehenders   Generally poor readers   Controls      Total *N*
  ------------------- --------------- -------------------- ------------------------ ------------- -----------
  Training Dataset    58              27                   14                       99            198
  MI (mean ±*SD*)     94 ± 1.1        77.6 ± 1.0           26.2 ± 0.8               528.2 ± 0.9   726
  ACA                 35              43                   16                       233           327

MI: multiple imputation: Random Forest classifications based on missForest inputed data (pooled across ten imputed dataset). ACA, available case analysis. The independent test dataset for the MI and ACA analyses did not include participants from the reading profile training dataset

.

![The same reading profiles are observed in the training dataset (*N* = 198) and MI test dataset (*N* = 726; pooled estimates from the *m* = 10 missForest imputations). Shaded area depicts the SEM.](fpsyg-09-00644-g005){#F5}

Another demonstration of the effectiveness of missForest was the consistent reading profile classifications across the ten imputed datasets, as reflected in the low standard deviations for the classification labels (\<2 in **Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}**). In addition, most of the correlations between behavioral measures were consistent across ACA and MI datasets (Supplementary Figure [S1](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). For example, Verbal IQ and real word ID were significantly and positively related in Controls \[ACA: *r*~(232)~ = 0.55, *p* = 3.76E-20; MI: *r*~(526.2)~ = 0.40, *p* = 3.69E-22\], significantly and negatively related in Poor Comprehenders \[ACA: *r*~(41)~ = -0.35, *p* = 0.02; MI: *r*~(75.6)~ = -0.33, *p* = 0.004\], and non-significantly related in Poor Decoders \[ACA: *r*~(33)~ = -0.22, *p* = 0.21; MI: *r*~(92.0)~ = 0.16, *p* = 0.13\] and Generally Poor Readers \[ACA: *r*~(14)~ = -0.45, *p* = 0.08; MI: *r*~(24.2)~ = -0.36, *p* = 0.07\]. These results show that missForest preserved the covariance structure between the behavioral variables within each reading profile.

Validation of Reading Profiles
------------------------------

Behavioral measures that were not used to classify reading profiles were also examined to validate the profiles and determine the extent to which consistent differences were observed across complete case and multiple imputation analysis approaches. **Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}** and **Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}** show that there were significant and unique reading profile differences for Performance IQ, Spelling, Elision, and Digit Span measures. Reading disability cases exhibited consistently lower scores compared to controls across these measures. Generally Poor Readers were consistently the lowest performers across measures. Generally Poor Readers and Poor Decoders demonstrated significantly lower Elision performance compared to Poor Comprehenders. In addition, Poor Decoders could be differentiated from Generally Poor Readers because of significantly better Performance IQ and Digit Span performance than the Generally Poor Readers. These results were observed for both the complete case and multiply imputed datasets. Caution is appropriate in interpreting the patterns of reading profile differences for these variables because of the significant extent of missingness, which prevented these data from being imputed or informing the Random Forest classification model. Nonetheless, the results indicate that the four reading profiles could be distinguished with an independent set of behavioral measures, thereby providing validation of the four reading profiles in this multi-site dataset.

![Reading profile validation with independent measures. The reading profiles, including cases with imputed data, could be differentiated using additional test scores that were available in the multi-site dataset, but had too much missingness to be imputed and used for reading profile classification. Performance IQ = PIQ. Average test scores and SEM were calculated for each imputation, then pooled over the *m* = 10 imputed datasets.](fpsyg-09-00644-g006){#F6}

###### 

Reading profile differences were observed for complete case (ACA) and multiply imputed (MI) data for behavioral measures that were not used to classify the reading profiles.

  Variable     Missingness approach   *n*   *F*      *Eta squared*   *p*        ^∧^Reading profile differences
  ------------ ---------------------- ----- -------- --------------- ---------- ----------------------------------------
  PIQ          ACA                    488   36.46    0.18            2.95E-21   CTL \> PR, PC, PD; PD, PC \> PR
               MI                     709   43.92    0.16            4.99E-26   CTL \> PR, PC, PD; PD, PC \> PR
  Spelling     ACA                    287   70.11    0.43            6.26E-34   CTL \> PR, PC, PD; PC \> PR
               MI                     487   103.67   0.39            8.09E-52   CTL \> PR, PC, PD; PC \> PR (PD \> PR)
  Elision      ACA                    415   75.89    0.36            4.45E-39   CTL \> PR, PC, PD; PC \> PD, PR
               MI                     556   99.24    0.35            2.20E-51   CTL \> PR, PC, PD; PC \> PD, PR
  Digit span   ACA                    264   18.16    0.17            9.94E-11   CTL \> PR, PC, PD; PD, PC \> PR
               MI                     271   18.80    0.17            4.30E-11   CTL \> PR, PC, PD; PD, PC \> PR

Tukey HSD-corrected post hoc comparisons (p \< 0.05). While there were age differences between profiles \[all cases: F

(3,924)

= 14.86, Eta squared = 0.05, p = 1.87E-09; Poor Decoders were 0.53 years younger than Poor Comprehenders, and 0.94 years younger than Controls\], the test score differences here remained significant and the results did not change when covarying for the effects of age. The pairwise PC \> PR difference in spelling scores was only significant in the MI results after controlling for age differences, shown in parentheses. PD, poor decoders; PC, poor comprehenders; PR, poor readers; CTL, controls

.

Discussion
==========

Children with reading disability exhibit heterogeneous deficits in component reading skills that contribute to the presentation of unique reading profiles. These reading profiles could advance understanding for the etiologies of reading disability because they have been linked to different patterns of brain morphology ([@B21]; [@B22]; [@B15]; [@B1]) and genetic findings ([@B30]; [@B27]). Although we were not able to identify the etiology of the reading profiles examined in this study, or characterize the presence of any additional reading profiles in the current dataset ([@B37]; [@B44]; [@B36]; [@B18]), we have demonstrated that the reading profiles described in the current study can be reliably and consistently classified when there is ∼30% missingness. Classification accuracy exhibited limited decline when missing data were imputed with missForest, including for key variables that differentiate reading profiles were missing. We also validated the reading profiles with behavioral data that were not used for classification. The methods used in this project could be leveraged to characterize or control for behavioral heterogeneity in reading studies, and can be applied in studies of other complex behavioral disorders.

Simulation Results
------------------

The simulation results provided critical information about the degree to which imputed data could accurately characterize variance compared to the real data, and allowed for comparisons of reading profile classification accuracy between imputation methods. Predictive Mean Matching was the most accurate imputation method based on variance approximation of the original dataset across percent levels of missingness, which indicates that it should provide relatively limited false positive results in univariate statistic tests. Nonetheless, the data imputed using missForest resulted in the highest reading profile classification accuracy across levels of missingness. The missForest imputed data also resulted in less biased classifications based on higher sensitivity and higher specificity compared to the other tested missing data methods. In the context of multivariate analyses such as Random Forest classification, missForest appears to have advantages over the other imputation methods even though the variability of imputed values was reduced, which could increase false positive rates for univariate tests. Thus, Predictive Mean Matching may be a preferable multiple imputation approach for univariate analyses, while missForest appeared to better capture the relations between variables and was preferable for multivariate classification analyses.

Perhaps not surprisingly, reading profile misclassification increased when a missing variable was critical for differentiating one reading profile from the others. For example, Generally Poor Reader misclassification was more likely when Verbal IQ was missing, while Poor Comprehender and Poor Decoder misclassifications were more likely when pseudoword ID was missing. However, there were only ∼5% more classification errors with 30% simulated missingness for these critical variables. These results suggest that missForest can be applied to a real dataset to optimize reading profile classification accuracy.

Real Dataset Results
--------------------

Again, we sought to develop methods that could help identify homogeneous cases of reading disability in a retrospective dataset, despite missing data. There is some evidence that reading disability classifications using cut-points can be inconsistent depending on the types of measures, in part because of inconsistent measurement reliability ([@B26]). Measurement reliability and standardization could affect the validity of imputation and classification. The measures used for classification in the current study are widely used in the reading disability community and have demonstrated good concurrent and predictive validity ([@B13]; [@B32]; [@B12]).

We used a multivariate approach to identify patterns of performance across component reading skills, which was guided by a theoretical framework ([@B4]), clinical expertise, and empirical evidence for unique reading profiles. We used measures that are commonly administered in reading disability studies (e.g., Woodcock-Johnson Word Attack) to leverage as much of the multi-site dataset as possible. One drawback to using only real word and pseudoword accuracy measures is the absence of reading efficiency, orthography, and expressive or receptive syntax measures to help guide the classifications. These measures could have enhanced multiple imputation and reading profile classifications.

While our results support the premise for characterizing three different reading disability groups, the profile plots suggest that combinations of continuous effects within cognitive domains produces these different profiles. For example, the profile plots of the Generally Poor Readers and Poor Comprehenders in **Figures [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}** and **[5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}** are largely parallel. It is the magnitude of impairments that appears to differentiate these profiles. In addition, the pattern of associations between Verbal IQ and reading measures was similarly consistent for the Generally Poor Readers and Poor Comprehenders (Supplementary Figure [S1](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These results could indicate that Poor Comprehenders and Generally Poor Readers have a common latent impairment that was not assessed, such as poor organization or planning skills, which affects multiple functions and has a more exaggerated effect for challenging tasks that require support from multiple neural systems (i.e., Passage Comprehension). This idea is consistent with evidence that children exhibiting comprehension-specific reading disability also exhibit relatively low executive function performance ([@B25]), which may explain this unexpectedly low oral language performance ([@B8]). Low oral language performance (e.g., receptive syntax understanding) would also be expected in the Generally Poor Readers (Oral and Written Language Learning Disability; [@B2]; [@B3]). We predict that the magnitude of executive function impairment creates differences across multiple behavioral measures between Generally Poor Readers and Poor Comprehenders. The Generally Poor Readers were not classified into the Poor Comprehenders profile, in part, because they also exhibited behavioral similarity to the Poor Decoders, as we discuss below.

Independent Validation
----------------------

We leveraged data that were not used for imputation and reading profile classification to demonstrate that the reading profiles could be differentiated with Performance IQ, Elision, Spelling, and Digit Span measures. The same pattern of behavioral differences was observed for cases with complete data and for cases who were classified with imputed data. The only difference was the larger magnitude of *F* statistics for the imputed datasets, although not *eta squared* effect sizes, suggesting that the reading profile differences were stable.

The validation data and results were limited to the extent that there were too many cases with missing data for reliable imputation results. Nonetheless, these variables and results provided evidence of differences between the reading profiles that included: (1) Generally Poor Readers who had consistently low scores compared to Controls and lower Performance IQ and Digit Span compared to Poor Decoders and Poor Comprehenders; (2) Poor Decoders who had lower Elision than the Poor Comprehenders, but did not differ with Poor Comprehenders in Performance IQ and Digit Span performance; and (3) Poor Comprehenders who performed consistently lower than Controls, but as noted above, had better performance for the Spelling and Elision measures compared to the Generally Poor Readers and better Elision than the Poor Decoders.

In contrast to **Figures [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}** and **[5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}** in which Generally Poor Readers and Poor Comprehenders had similar patterns and differed in magnitude of impairment, **Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}** shows similar patterns for Generally Poor Readers and Poor Decoders that differed in the magnitude of impairment. In addition, the pattern of associations between reading measures was also consistent for the Generally Poor Readers and Poor Decoders (Supplementary Figure [S1](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These results suggest that impairments associated with Poor Decoders also contribute to the reading problems that Generally Poor Readers experience. Thus, Generally Poor Readers could experience executive function problems that affect Poor Comprehenders, as well as phonological processing problems that affect Poor Decoders. This interpretation is broadly consistent with the premise that Generally Poor Readers experience a combination of decoding and comprehension problems ([@B14]) or non-phonological language problems ([@B4]).

Limitations
-----------

The missingness and classification methods used in this study were effective despite an unbalanced number of participants in each reading profile. Users of these methods should be cautious in their implementation with relatively small datasets when it is possible that the cases belonging to the under-sampled profile could be misclassified because of a relatively limited contribution of these cases to the imputation model. We also acknowledge that the three reading disability profiles examined in this study may not be a comprehensive characterization of different reading profiles. Again, we did not have access to reading efficiency or fluency measures that might have further differentiated the profiles. We were able to independently validate the three reading profiles, but also note again that this study was limited by the more extensive missingness for the variables used to validate our results.

Conclusion
==========

Researchers are increasingly motivated to share data in open access databases. These data sharing and scientific transparency initiatives can advance the pace of discoveries and enhance scientific integrity, but retrospective analysis of data collected without coordination can be challenging for many reasons. Specifically, children with different reading disability profiles can be included in multi-site datasets, particularly if different ascertainment or sampling criteria were used between research sites. This sampling heterogeneity can introduce variance and challenge our ability to make inferences from multi-site results. Ideally, investigators could control for this heterogeneity, but this is difficult when there is missing data that would help differentiate reading profiles. The current study demonstrates that consistent patterns of reading disability can be identified in a multi-site retrospective dataset, even when there is missing data and different numbers of children within each reading profile.

We used simulations and real data to show that reading profiles can be classified with a high degree of accuracy when missing data are imputed using the missForest method. The sample size of the real dataset was almost doubled by adding participants with missing data to the participants with complete data. This provides a clear example of how the missForest imputation method could increase statistical power and reduce the false negative rate. Including cases with missing data also potentially increases the quality of inference because of more representative sampling, as demonstrated in **Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}**.

An expanded set of behavioral measures that includes executive function, visual perception, and cognitive processing speed, as well as developmental and family histories, could provide additional validation for the reading profiles described here. We also emphasize that the methods used in the current study are not designed to classify a single participant for clinical reasons or for case studies. These methods should be used to enhance the validity and inference from group level statistics. An important and broader implication of the findings is that the methods demonstrated here could be applied to the study of other complex developmental and age-related disorders where there is evidence for the expression of unique profiles or phenotypes. Thus, we anticipate that the combined multiple imputation and classification approach described here can be applied to open access datasets that are composed of heterogeneous cases.
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